Field Day Dance
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dollars, go on sale in the Eastman group Tonight, in the Debutant Lobby on Monday.

In charge of arrangements is Thomas S. Martinson, '30, who is aided chiefly by a committee of Juniors. H. Garret Wright, '41, and Jack H. Schaum, '40, were approved as Benny Goodman, Tommy South, Miller spent a long engage-

ment as guest speaker, and R. J. (Cab)inet

matics, and already has a large

casting every day over the Mutual

magazines, and it is the background

for crew practice; H. Garret Wright,

... as Benny Goodman, Tommy South,
... in the New Rogers Building, Eastman,
... John W. Martin, '40, was presented
... for membership. Afterwards, \nThe meeting was concluded with a

Chesses Club
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since 1937, being, at the present time,

... member of the Dramashop, held last Fri-

... and then all joined in a half

smoker Wednesday evening in 2-190.

... the Menorah Society, held last Fri-

... an interesting discussion on the

... the Minutia... the "let-

... with a concluding talk at the last meeting of
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